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Info and Prices for Businesses

Business photography briefs vary so the following rates here are a guide only. Once I know your
specific requirements I can give you a tailored price.
The rates below include a briefing meeting (either on the phone or meeting and reviewing my work
in print which is also showcased on my website and blog), my preparation and travel time, the shoot
itself, downloading and backup of the imagery, and edit, process and delivery of a set of
high-resolution print- and web- ready digital files with a licence for use.
Please note that basic retouching tweaks with images that you plan to use are included by me. Any
specific cosmetic or detailed re-touching will be charged additionally. Images will be assessed on an
individual basis once chosen to see if this is necessary.
Half day rate: £495
Full day rate: £895
No VAT is added to these prices.
Petrol is charged at 45 pence per mile. All other travel, parking and any other additional expenses are
charged at cost.

Additional services:

*If required for your shoot, I have my own on-location lighting equipment and can hire any additional
lighting needed or, if we need studio space, I can arrange hire of a studio.
*I am not a make-up, hair or general stylist but I am very experienced in knowing about what clothes
make good choices and about specific preparation you can carry out to make the very best of your
photoshoot with me. If you like, you can arrange a pre-shoot session with me to go through clothes,
hair styles, props, etc and this can often double up as a visit to the location.
*I can source locations, stylists, props, florists, home economists, hair and make-up artist etc.
* Professional digital black & white versions of any of the images in your edit can be produced for
you. Producing black and white versions of digital images is a skilled job and not a click of a button!
*Professional photographic prints, fine art archival prints and contact sheets for reference can also
be ordered.

Processing and delivery:

I am used to quick turnarounds and working to tight deadlines. If necessary, imagery can be
processed immediately after the session at the venue for you to take away, or for next day delivery as
long as I am advised of this ahead of the day. Any specific retouching requests may take longer.
Imagery is supplied on usb stick or uploaded via Dropbox for you. Low-resolution images for web use
can also be included.

Terms and Copyright:

Copyright in all the imagery is retained by me with a specific licence for use issued, or complete
copyright in the images can be agreed. In most cases a licence for use is sufficient and most licences
will cover promotional and marketing use for your business throughout the UK in perpetuity.

